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EXT.NTWETWE BUSHY GARDENS -EVENING
KELA, 20 runs. She holds fresh Bombo herbs in her hands.

INT.NUSULA’S HUT -EVENING
Kela enters the hut panicked. MUDDA,37 pours the herbs into the wooden pounding pan and makes a solution and applies it on NUSULA's head. She laments incantations and rotates around Nusula who shouts from the excruciating pain.
Suddenly, MUZEI, 40 and FALITA, 45 enter into the hut. Mudda, surprised to see them, tries to stop them from sabotaging. Falita slaps her. She steps back, paving way. A boy, 11, enters the hut. He is dressed as a herbalist and holds a basket with herbal medicine.

EXT.NUSULA’S HUT -EVENING
Mudda and Kela are thrown out of the hut. Kela runs to the hut closed door and bangs it. She finally gives up and sits on the ground. A few minutes later, the hut is opened and the men come out, defeated. They walk away.
Kela and Mudda rushes back into the hut, finding Nusula dead.  GWANGA, 70, a male herbalist enters. He is late.

INT.OLD HUT.NTWETWE -EVENING
A dry cough sound springs out of a hut. Inside the hut, the coughing continues. The hut is decorated with traditional sigils, handmade baskets and mats and local furniture. Spears stand tall at three window points next to the burning local torches.
Gwanga lies on the bed. He smokes a traditional smoke pipe. He coughs again Mudda looks out through the window. The sun is almost coming down. She is worried.
Kela enters the hut, panting. She holds fresh herbs. 

GWANGA Did you get it?
Kela shows the herbs to him.

GWANGA (CONT'D)You need to be on your way now. You can't mess this up!
Kela rushes out. Mudda refills Gwanga's pipe. He smokes.
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A FEW MINUTES LATER.
Kela comes back in. She is dressed in a male costume. Mudda sires her into it, pushing her breasts flat in. Kela pumps her afro hair to sink into her head. It obeys.

MUDDAIf they find out who you are, you'll be in a world of trouble Kela.
Mudda hands her a hand sewn basket containing fresh herbs, a traditional knife, ashes, a chicken and a spear. 

GWANGAThe herbs can’t be hit by the sun twice.
Kela turns around to leave. Mudda smells something.

MUDDAKela, wait.
Kela pauses in panic. Mudda's authoritative nature scares her. Mudda sniffs her, rotating around her.

MUDDA (CONT'D)Your bleeding!!
Kela denies it with a nod.

MUDDA (CONT'D)I've watched your mood today, You are about to. You can't go.
KELAYou have to let me do this, Please! For her.

Mudda thinks on it and releases Kela. She rushes out of the hut and disappears into the quiet road, and into the growing night.

EXT. BUSHY ROAD -NIGHT
Kela checks her pocket and removes a piece of clean cloth. She pads herself.

EXT. MUZEI'S HUT -MORNING
A single hut in the middle of a bush. Drums beat.
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INT. MUZEI’S HUT -DAY
MUZEI, 40, lays on a sick bed. Elders surround him. His right leg is swollen big from the knee to the ankle. A boy herbalist smears cow ghee and clay around the swollen leg. Muzei shouts in pain. Sweat pouring in his face. He vomits.

FALITAYou're making him worse.
The boy panics. He doesn't know what to do next.

BOYI don't know what else to do. He is dying.
FALITA, 40, one of the elders, grabs the boy by the neck.

FALITAYou do not let him die. You hear me?
A knock is heard on the door. The elders look at each other confused. Kela knocks again, her hands are shaking, she breathes in to calm her nerves and then pushes her head straight up, chip up and chest up. Elder 1 slowly heads to the door and opens it revealing Kela. The boy outside beating the drum stops.

KELA(In a forced male voice) I carry a message from Gwanga, the herbalist.He is too beat to come so he has sent me. 
Averse to their confusion, Kela enters imitating how a man walks. They make way for her until she reaches Muzei who is fainted. She examines his pulse and swollen leg. 

KELA (CONT'D)(In a forced male voice)Your leader will live if we perform the ritual before sundown.
Kela mixes the herbs into the wooden pounding pan, humming and mumbling incantations. The elders watch carefully. Kela pours the herbal solution on Muzei's body.

TIME CUT:
Kela and the elders watch Muzei carefully. Kela looks through the window. The sun is almost down. Muzei wakes up.
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KELA (CONT'D)(In a forced male voice)One last ritual and he will live.

EXT.MUZEI'S HUT -DAY
The elders stand outside the hut. Kela rotates around the hut with a spear pouring the ashes and making a circle around the compound. She then grabs the chicken. As she raises the panga to cut the chicken, Her stomach grumbles. She feels striking pain. She makes an outcry as she falls down.
The elders watch concerned. Looking at all of them looking at her, Kela rises up to continue with the ritual. In Pain.

FALITAIs that blood?
All the elders look at her thigh areas. She looks at herself too. Menstrual blood stenches her pants.

FALITA (CONT'D)What is this? You are a girl! This is bad luck.
ELDER 2He can't be a girl. Look at him.

Indeed she looks like a boy. The elders start arguing amongst themselves as to whether Kela is a girl or a boy. The arguments hit up.
FALITALet's prove for sure.

Two elders match up to her. She is scared but she stays still. One elder plucks out her tucked shirt. Blood comes with it at the edges. There is nothing more to hide.
KELAStop. I am a girl. Why does it matter?

The elders whisper to each other again.
FALITAGwanga would know better than to send us a girl to heal our leader. Women can't heal.
KELAWell I can.
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FALITAYou are banned from this village and never shall you set foot in it lest you will be burned alive Woman.
The elders walk back into the hut. Kela rushes and holds Falita by the hand. The elders turn in shock.

KELABan me from the village all you want but you can not risk your leader's life because I am a girl.Muzei is suffering from Ettalo. (BEAT) We have to finish the ritual before the sun comes down.
Falita snatches his hand away from Kela. He turns to the other elders.

FALITAOur leader, has fought a good fight. We can not taint his legacy with the healing of a girl. If he is dying today, lets give him a good send off.
They all agree. Some elders enter into the hut and come out with spades and hoes. Kela's pain increases. She falls to the ground.

INT.MUZEI'S HUT -EVENING
Muzei shouts in pain. One elder brings in a local stretcher bed and a bark cloth. Muzei sees them.

MUZEINo, please, have mercy.
He faints again.

EXT.MUZEI'S HUT -EVENING
The elders dig the grave as they sing in victory. Kela watches from a distance. She crawls to the table and she steadies to rise up. She picks up her spear. When she sees that they are all focused on the grave digging and glorious singing, She rotates around the hut as she speaks healing incantations. Menstrual blood drops on the ashes as she rotates. As she starts the second round, Her eyes land on all the elders. They stare at her, scarily.  One elder hits her head from the back with a spade. She faints. 
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She looks at the sun about to set before she officially closes her eyes to faint.

EXT.MUZEI'S HUT -EVENING
NUSULA'S V.OYou can still save his life. You have to!

Kela looks up. Its Nusula, her mother, looking down at her.
NUSULAGet up.
KELAMom?

Kela looks around. She can't see her mother any more.

INT.MUZEI'S HUT -EVENING
Muzei breathes his last and dies.

EXT. MUZEI'S HUT -EVENING
Kela's menstruation blood covers her legs. She rises up and looks at the setting sun. The elders are taking Muzei's bark cloth wrapped body to the burial grounds, singing songs of victory.
Kela picks up the spear and continues rotating around the hut, mumbling. She places the chicken on top of the table and cuts off it's head. She rounds the hut again as the chicken blood drips on the ashes circling the hut. She then swings the chicken and throws it away. Far away.
Suddenly, Muzei swings the wooden stretcher carrying him, held by four elders. Over and over, he shakes it. The elders let him down. He rises up and stands on his two feet. The elders are astonished. 
Kela watches this and smiles, feeling a certain level of satisfaction. She walks away quietly disappearing into the growing night. Muzei's eyes move about looking for Kela.                      ***THE END***
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